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Easterly EAB Risk Solutions LLC, a new partnership combining the expertise of private asset management company Easterly and EAB Investment Group, announced today that it will provide risk mitigation ...
Easterly EAB Announces Hedged Equity and Risk Management Solutions for Institutional Investors
With multiple options in its managed solutions suite, Canada Life is giving advisors more ways to meet the evolving needs of clients ...
Taking managed solutions to the next level
Arjuna Solutions, the leader in behavioral economics modeling and artificial intelligence services for nonprofit fundraising optimization, is pleased to announce that Colin Stewart will join as ...
Arjuna Solutions Adds Nonprofit Industry Executive Colin Stewart as EVP
Senstar Technologies (legal name: Magal Security Systems Ltd.) (NASDAQ: MAGS) announced today that Mr. Tomer Hay has been appointed as CFO of the Company. Mr. Hay will replace Mr. Yaacov (Kobi) ...
Senstar Technologies Announces Appointment Of Tomer Hay As Chief Financial Officer
“However, the solution ... Economics at Usmanu Danfodiyo University (UDUS), wants the government to create more job opportunities to decrease the rate of poverty. ‘’Money and financial ...
Way out of inflation, poverty, by students
General Atlantic, a leading global growth equity firm, announced today the formation of BeyondNetZero (“BnZ”), a new venture targeting growth equity investments related to climate change. BnZ is being ...
General Atlantic Forms BeyondNetZero to Invest in Growth Companies Delivering Innovative Climate Solutions
Jennifer Brady receives funding from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council, Change Lab Action Research Initiative, and the Canadian Home Economics Foundation. Lindsey MacCallum ...
Is bringing back home economics the answer to our modern woes?
Nagad, the mobile financial wing of Bangladesh Post Office, has received the ‘Most Innovative Digital Finance Service’ Award of 2021 from the UK-based Global Economics Ltd ... to come up with the best ...
Nagad wins Global Economics’ Best DFS Innovative Award
When was the last time you heard a positive story about climate change, a story about someone with a new idea or innovative solution to help reduce our carbon footprint? This is that story.Michael ...
A Surprising Economic Solution To Climate Change, with Michael Greenstone (Ep. 71)
In contrast to all that, I prefer to spend time on companies like Viavi Solutions (NASDAQ:VIAV), which has not only revenues, but also profits. While that doesn't make the shares worth buying at any ...
Do Viavi Solutions's (NASDAQ:VIAV) Earnings Warrant Your Attention?
If central banks don't adopt digital currencies they might be left behind by the private sector in the transfer of funds ...
Are cryptocurrencies solutions in search of a problem?
Companies were locked into Excel in the past because cloud-based budget management and financial reporting software were only targeted at enterprises. These days, however, advanced SaaS solutions that ...
Democratising financial projections for the age of SaaS
Widening inequality has been a hot topic in recent years, but new research suggests that the traditional measure of inequality is not broad enough and we need to consider non-monetary rewards from wor ...
How Non-Financial Rewards Widen Workplace Inequality
Her solution? “Aggressively taxing consumption ... It’s time to reject the hazy logic of trickle-down economics and bootstrap economics, which have allowed billionaires and corporations ...
Comment on wealth taxes more failed ‘bootstrap’ economics
It’s not just these three famous CEOs whose financial knowledge has helped them become successful - according to research from recruiters Robert Halff, over half of the FTSE 100 CEOs have a background ...
Is A Financial Education The Key To Being A Successful Manager?
With more than 10 years of retirement industry experience from roles with Seven Hills Group and Taylor Wealth Solutions ... majoring in finance with a minor in economics. He is a Chartered Financial ...
Retirement Industry People Moves
The researchers examined the economics of operating various types of facilities, considering how much revenue each brings in from users or from the sale of products. They modeled the financial ...
What to do with food waste? Well, that depends
TechnipFMC (NYSE:FTI) and Halliburton Company (NYSE: HAL) today announced they received an OTC Spotlight on New Technology Award ® (SONT) for their Odassea TM Subsea Fiber Optic Solution, an advanced ...
TechnipFMC and Halliburtons Subsea Fiber Optic Solution Selected by OTC and ExxonMobil
I am a full-time investor and owner of Icon Economics - a macro research ... Formerly Head of Financial Markets at Fitch Solutions, I have 15 years of experience investing and analysing Asian ...
IVV: Bearish Divergences Galore
Equipped with advanced features with the right economics ... our financial services and other customers expect a complementing monitoring and brokering solution to meet their demands during ...
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